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We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands from which we 
meet today, and pay our respects to their Elders, past and present.

Presentation to



Inquiry context
● The PTUA welcomes government commitment to improving public transport, 

as was the purported intent of the changes introduced in 2014-15.

● The PTUA applauds the Committee, particularly Rod Barton, for initiating this 
inquiry now that the measures have been in place for 5 years and the impacts 
can be assessed.

● Many people in Melbourne and across Victoria do not currently see public 
transport as a viable choice, and this is resulting in pollution, congestion, road 
trauma and high transport costs. This must be fixed.



Place boarded PT in travel from Zone 2 to the Free Tram Zone
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Source: Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity



Change in train boardings 2014-2019

Red = reduced by more than 1.5% Yellow = steady: slight drop, or increase up to 8%.
Light green = increases up to 22%. Dark green = larger increases



Place boarded PT in travel from Zone 1 to the Free Tram Zone
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Source: Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity



A narrower fare base - large increases and increments
Metropolitan fare inflation Cost of crossing FTZ boundary



An incentive to drive through the inner city to the FTZ
● Free trams from car park to workplace 

entice additional car trips to the inner city 
where road congestion is most acute.



A disincentive to wider access



Who benefits?

Source: https://www.ptv.vic.gov.au/tickets/fares/metropolitan-fares/



Who benefits? Part 2
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Who benefits? Part 3
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Source: VISTASource: Melbourne Health Quality Account



Who benefits? Part 4
● The ability to travel on trams within the FTZ without paying a fare 

creates “plausible deniability” for people who have not paid to travel 
into it.

● Undermines revenue protection.



Who benefits? Part 5
● Impacts on tram operations

○ Average speed fallen from 15 to 11 kmh, 
and longer dwell times.

○ Crowding at stops
○ Crowding onboard

● Rolling stock productivity hampered by 
high non-paying loads in FTZ and missing 
links in suburbs (see right) limiting 
usefulness at outer ends of routes.

● So existing paying passengers 
inconvenienced

○ Sometimes can’t board to travel beyond 
FTZ

Source: The Age, 6 March 2013



Little benefit if you can’t get onboard

Not serviced with low-floor trams

Partly serviced with low-floor trams
Aim to run every service with low-floor trams



Free no use if there isn’t any

Source: Spatial Network Analysis for Multi-modal Urban Transport Systems

● Pressing need for improved services right 
across (and outside) Melbourne.

○ Costs money, but fare revenue can help to 
fund it (if it’s not free).



Source: HiTrans Best Practice Guide 2: Public Transport –Planning the Networks


